DESIGN GUIDELINES
& BEST PRACTICES

DESIGN STANDARDS
OVERVIEW
The purpose of these design standards are to explain the components of the brand, to define it's graphic design standards, and
to illustrate how these standards are applied. Many of the standards depend on relative size, proportion, and position. Adhering
to the branding standards will help ensure visual consistency across STAMPED branding.

COLOR PALLETTE
Primary Color Pallete: The use of color is an important aspect of STAMPED's identity. The color palletes seen in this guide
provide guidance when creating branded pieces.
Almost Indigo
CMYK 67 | 75 | 4 | 0
RGB 108 | 88 | 160
HEX # 6C58A0

Mindaro Green
CMYK 14 | 0 | 69 | 0
RGB 226 | 231 | 115
HEX # E2E773

Secondary Color Pallete: This color pallete can be used to for typography highlights, color floods, dynamic versions of graphic
elements, typographic accents, illustration fills, charts, graphs, tables, defining hierarchy, or adding depth.
Dark Burgundy
CMYK 30 | 99 | 100 | 41
RGB 121 | 16 | 8
HEX # 791008

Rouge Red
CMYK 37 | 91 | 33 | 7
RGB 159 | 56 | 108
HEX # 9F386C

Sushi Green
CMYK 52 | 10 | 100 | 0
RGB 137 | 180 | 63
HEX # 89B43F

Grey Color Usage: The grey color palette is mostly used for font colors, section headers, divider lines, and other
miscellaneous elements.
Dark Grey
CMYK 0 | 0 | 0 | 85
RGB 75 | 75 | 75
HEX # 4B4B4B

Medium Grey
CMYK 0 | 0 | 0 | 60
RGB 130 | 130 | 130
HEX # 828282

Light Grey
CMYK 0 | 0 | 0 | 20
RGB 209 | 209 | 209
HEX # D1D1D1

TYPOGRAPHY
STAMPED’s typographic choices should reflect a modern, streamlined appearnce. Consider selecting san-serif fonts to create
this feeling for the audience. Serifed fonts should only be used in cases where there is a significant amount of body text.
Keep the use of decorative fonts like Veneer to a minimum. STAMPED’s preferred typefaces are below.

HEADINGS
Franklin Gothic Demi
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

BODY TEXT
Franklin Gothic Book
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

TYPOGRAPHY

HEADLINES

BODY TEXT

VENEER
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789

Bebas/BEBAS NEUE LIGHT
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789

LOGO GUIDELINES
OVERVIEW
To reinforce brand identity, it is imperative to have consistent logo presentation at all times. The logo can be used either as a
whole unit, with or without the tagline, or as an icon. In cases where there are vertical spatial constraints, the horizontal version
of the logo may be used. Please adhere to all logo guidelines when producing a branded piece.
WHOLE UNIT

ICON ONLY

HORIZONTAL

VARIATION

KNOCKOUT

SOLID BLACK

It is understood that not all designs will permit full color usage of the logo. As an alternative, a knocked out version of the logo as
well as a solid black version of the logo have been created. The logo should not be recolored in any color outside of the provided
alternatives or the brand colors.

LOGO GUIDELINES: CLEARSPACE
To preserve the visual impact of the STAMPED logo, always maintain adequate space around it. Clearspace is the area that's
required around the outside of our logo and must be kept free of other graphic elements such as headlines, text, and outside
edge printed materials. The clearspace minimum, the x-height should match the verical height of the letter "M" in the logo,
regardless of the logo's size.

M
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LOGO GUIDELINES: WATERMARK
In the event that a design requires a branded watermark, use the solid black variation of our logo. Decreasing the opacity of our
color logo creates a visual imbalance and an unprofessional image. Where clearspace was discussed earlier, it is understood
that watermarks are background elements and may have text placed over them. Watermarks should be at 10% opacity or less.
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WHAT NOT TO DO
These are some common examples of what NOT to do to when utilizing the STAMPED logo.

Don’t stretch or distort

Don’t change the proportions
or spacing of the elements

Don’t create a gradient logo

Don’t rotate the logo

Don’t place the logo on a color
without suf�icient contrast

Don’t create a pattern with
the logo

Don’t use the logo as a holding
shape for photos or graphics

LGBTO FILM FEST

Don’t recolor the logo

